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84. Edward Kasner and John DeCicco: Rational harmonic curves, 

A rational harmonic curve is denned by setting the real part of a rational function 
of %-\-iy} of degree r, equal to zero. Any such curve is given by P(x, y) = 0, where P 
is a polynomial of (x, y) of degree 2r—k, where O^k^r. The curve has k real asymp
totes, all of which pass through a fixed point and which make equal angles with each 
other. The angle between consecutive asymptotes is T/JZ. The remaining asymptotes 
are minimal and 2(r—k) in number. The theorem generalizes to rational harmonic 
curves a theorem of Briot and Bouquet concerning the asymptotes of polynomial 
harmonic curves, which are defined by setting the real part of any rational integral 
function of a complex variable equal to zero. Other properties are given by means 
of the foci of systems of confocal curves. Additional results are found about satellites. 
(Received October 4, 1946.) 

85. C. E. Springer: Union torsion of a curve on a surface. 

The geodesic torsion at a point of a curve on a surface is the torsion of the geodesic 

which is tangent to the curve at the point. In this paper the union torsion at a point 
of a curve C on a surface is defined as the torsion of the union curve in the direction 
of the curve C, the union curve being defined relative to a given rectilinear congru
ence. The union torsion is given by a formula which reduces to the expression for ge
odesic torsion in case the congruence is normal to the surface. It is shown that a union 
curve is a plane curve if, and only if, it is tangent to a curve of intersection of a de
velopable of the congruence with the surface. (Received October 3, 1946.) 

86. A. E. Taylor: A geometric theorem and its application to bior-
thogonal systems. 

Let 5 be a bounded and closed point set in En (Euclidean space of n dimensions). 
Let 0 be a point such that 0 and S together are not contained in any subspace of n —• 1 
dimensions (such a subspace is hereafter called a plane). Then there exist n linearly 
independent vectors xi, • • • , xn emanating from 0, with terminal points Pi, • • • , Pn 

in S, and n planes pi, • • • , pn satisfying the following conditions: (a) pi contains P»; 
(b) pi is parallel to the plane determined by Xit • • • , #,-_i, xt+i, • • • , xn; (c) 5 and 0 
both lie in the same one of the two closed half-spaces into which pi divides JS„. This 
theorem is proved, and then applied to demonstrate the following: If Yn is an w-di-
mensional subspace of a normed linear space X, there exist n elements xi, • • • , xn 

of unit norm in Yn and n linear functionals /i, • • • , ƒ» of unit norm defined on X, 
such that fi(xj) = ô<,-. (Received October 25, 1946.) 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

87. G. E. Forsythe: On Nörlund summability of random variables 
to zero. 

The present paper is an incomplete extension to regular Nörlund summability 
methods of some previous results (G. E. Forsythe, Duke Math. J. vol. 10 (1943) pp. 
397-428, §5) on Cesàro summability in probability of random variables to zero. Cor
responding to a sequence p0 ( -1 ) , pi, p2, • • • of non-negative constants, the Nör
lund method Np is defined by the triangular Toeplitz matrix \\ank\\, where ank 
^Pn-k&l^oPky1. It is conjectured that if NPC.Nq with respect to the summability of 
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sequences of real numbers, then NpdNq (meaning that Np(ZNq with respect to the 
summability in probability to zero of normal families {x*} of independent, real-
valued, symmetric random variables). In the present paper the conjecture is proved 
for only two special cases: (i) when Np is the Cesàro method &; (ii) when Nq is & 
and when the {pk\ defining Np are nonincreasing. If in case (i) the {#&} defining Nq 

are nondecreasing it is proved that Ci^Nq (meaning that Ci(ZNq and NqdCi). 
Sufficient conditions are given for Np(ZNq and for Np^Nq. A regular Nörlund method 
NP is exhibited for which NP(Z& (and Ci(£iV"p) with respect to sequences of real num
bers, but for which Np^Ci. Hence the converse of the above conjecture is false. (Re
ceived November 23, 1946.) 

88. E. J. Gumbel: The asymptotic distribution of the range. 

Consider a large sample taken from an initial symmetrical unlimited distribution 
<j>(x) for which all moments exist. Then the joint distribution of the largest and of the 
smallest values xn and X\ splits into the product of the asymptotic distributions of 
the largest value fn(xn), and of the smallest value /i(#i). Let un be the most probable 
largest value, and put an=w<^(wn). Then the asymptotic distribution &'(R) of the 
reduced range R — an(xn—Xi — 2un) obtained from the convolution of the asymptotic 
distributions of the two extremes is^'(R) —e~Rf_M exp [—ey—e~v~R]dy. The numeri
cal values of the cumulative probability ^(R) — ƒ exp [y—ey—e~v~R]dy and of the 
distribution ty'(R) may also be calculated from the differential equation ¥ " + ¥ ' 
—e~B^==0. The distribution g(w) of the range w — xn—x\ itself is obtained from V(R) 
by the usual linear transformation. The asymptotic probabilities and the asymptotic 
distributions of the rath range and of the range for assymetrical distributions are 
obtained by the same method and lead to similar integrals which may also be evalu
ated by numerical methods. (Received November 8, 1946.) 

89. A. M. Mood: On Hotelling's weighing problem. 

The paper contains some solutions of the weighing problem proposed by Hotelling 
(Ann. Math. Statist, vol. 15 (1944) pp. 297-306). The experimental designs found are 
essentially two-level multifactorial designs for determining main effects. They are 
particularly applicable to the problem of measuring several objects. The chemical 
balance problem (in which objects may be placed in either of the two pans of the bal
ance) is almost completely solved by means of designs constructed from Hadamard 
matrices. Designs are provided both for a balance which has a bias and for one which 
has no bias. The spring balance problem (in which objects may be placed in only one 
pan) is completely solved when the balance is biased. For an unbiased spring balance, 
designs are given for small numbers of objects and weighing operations. Also the most 
efficient designs are found for the unbiased spring balance, but it is shown that in some 
cases these cannot be used unless the number of weighings is as large as the binomial 
coefficient Cp,pn or CP,<P+i)/2 where p is the number of objects. It is found that when p 
objects are weighed in N^p weighings, the variances of the estimates of the weights 
are of the order of o*/N in the chemical balance case (or2 is the variance of a single 
weighing), and of the order of 4<r2/iV in the spring balance case. (Received October 23, 
1946.) 

90. Isaac Opatowski: Simple Markoff chains with reverse transi
tions: the time moments. 

Consider a chain of transitions (i—H+1), (i+l-n) (*"»0, 1, • • • , w —1) between 
the states 0, ! , • • • , » . Let the usual conditional probabilities of these transitions 
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within any time At be respectively ki+iAt-)ro(Af) and giAt-\-o(At). Let the probability 
of any other transition during At be o(At). Let fo's and g»-'s be constant. Let Pi(t) be 
the probability of the existence of the state i a t the time t if the state 0 existed a t the 
time t=0. The paper gives f0t

mP%(t)dt or f0t
mPi (t)dt as algebraic expressions of the 

&»'s and gi$. The result is obtained by using the complete homogeneous symmetric 
functions of the poles of the Laplace transform of P»-(0 or P / (t). (Received Novem
ber 20, 1946.) 

91. Gerhard Tintner: The statistical estimation of the dimensional
ity of a given set of observations. 

There is a set of N observations of p variables Xu — Mu-\-yut where Mu is the sys
tematic part and yu the random element ( i = l , 2, • • • , p\ £ = 1, 2, • • • , N). The yu 
are normally and independently distributed with means zero. There are in the popula
tion R linear independent relationships of the form: k8o-\-^2%ksiMu — 0 (s = 1, 2 • • • P ) . 
A method based upon results of R. A. Fisher (Annals of Eugenics, 1938) and P . L. 
Hsu (ibid. 1941) assumes tha t we have a large sample estimate of the covariance 
matrix of the yu: || W,-||. The determinantal equation is | a# — XV<y| = 0 , where the a^ 
are the sample covariances of the Xu. Xi is the smallest root of the equation, X2 the 
next smallest, and so on. A r = (N— l)Xa^»- These sums of squares are distributed like 
X2 with r(N—p—\ -\-r) degrees of freedom and may be used to estimate the number R 
of linear relations between the Mu. By inserting the R smallest roots into the determi
nantal equation matrices are found for the computation of the coefficients k6% (G. Tint
ner, Ann. of Math . Statist. , 1945). (Received October 15, 1946.) 

92. Jacob Wolfowitz: On the efficiency of unbiased sequential esti
mates. 

Let f(x, 0) be the distribution function (density function or probability function) 
of a chance variable X, which depends upon the parameter 0=0i, • • • , 0j. Let n 
successive independent observations be made on X, where n is itself a chance variable, 
and the decision to terminate the drawing of observations depends upon the observa
tions already obtained. Let 0i*(#i, • • • , x»), • • • , 6i*(xi, • • • , xn) be joint unbiased 
estimates of 0i, • • • , &i. Let ||x»v|| be the nonsingular matrix of their covariances, and 
||x**'|| its inverse. Under certain regularity conditions it is proved that the concentra
tion ellipsoid 5Zx*'(^»""^t)(^y— 0j):=/-f"2 always contains within itself the ellipsoid 
22/*«(**-^) ( i fe / -0 / )*I+2 l where txa = EnE((d log f/ddi)(d log f/ddj)). (Received 
October 21, 1946.) 

TOPOLOGY 

93. R. F. Arens: Pseudo-normed algebras. 

A pseudo-norm defined on a linear algebra A over, for example, the reals, is a real-
valued function having the formal properties of a norm in a normed ring except that 
the pseudo-norm of some nonzero elements may vanish. Consequently, a pseudo-
normed algebra is required by definition to have a complete system of pseudo-norms. 
The continuity of inversion is considered; and the singular elements related to the 
closed divisorless proper ideals. The space of the latter, and conditions for its com
pactness, are considered. As a by-product a characterization of rings of all continuous 
complex-valued functions on a topological space is obtained. Special attention is 
given to the question of completeness of quotient rings. (Received November 19, 
1946.) 


